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Inclarity announces launch of new conference service
Inclarity today announced the launch of its new carrier grade conference bridge service. Enzo Viscito
sales director commented. This brings a new dimension to the hosted conferencing world. Not only does it
offer a scalable, resilient service the new tariff regime has been designed to turn the way bridges are
charged for on its head. No longer do you have to pay for inflated access call charges.
Inclarity has undertaken extensive research in the UK market has listened to it’s many customer and
partners. With this is mind the new tariff regime chosen is innovative and delivers real cost savings to
inclarity users. All calls to and from the conference bridge are free while on the Inclarity network. Off
net callers are charged a standard rate.
•Instant availability, 24x7
•Conference recording
•Multiple ‘Meeting Room’ availability
•Full management information
•Easily accessed from existing voice solution
•Reduction in operational costs
•Enabling more effective communications
•Minimal investment needed
•Improvement of company image
•Increased management productivity
Kenny Kamal CTO, commented, this is the first of many new services we hope to launch in the coming few
months. Innovation is at the heart of our approach to dealing with customer needs.
About Inclarity
Inclarity is dedicated to the delivery of enhanced communications services, offering service solutions
that increase revenue, attract and retain customers, and place them head of their competition.
Inclarity's Hosted IP Telephony division offers the most comprehensive business level VoIP service
available, encompassing business grade IP Centrex functionality, telco capabilities and a complete
service wrap around. Inclarity's Global Satellite Networking Solutions division works with local partners
in commercial markets to provide optimum communications and infrastructure, facilitating smooth
communications in and out of these markets. Utilising satellite networks, its solutions are unsurpassable
in terms of availability, reliability, geographical reach and cost effectiveness. In addition Inclarity
is an accredited iPass partner; the iPassConnect™ software powers Inclarity's Internet Roaming service,
providing local-rate access to the Internet and Wi-Fi hotspots connectivity from all over the world.
Inclarity was ranked 74th fastest growing technology company in EMEA on the Deloitte Technology Fast 500
index (up from 109th place the previous year).
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